Zero Day

An airliners controls abruptly fail
mid-flight over the Atlantic. An oil tanker
runs aground in Japan when its
navigational system suddenly stops dead.
Hospitals everywhere have to abandon
their computer databases when patients die
after being administered incorrect dosages
of their medicine. In the USA, a nuclear
power plant nearly becomes the next
Chernobyl when its cooling systems
malfunction.At first, these random
computer failures seem like unrelated
events. But
Jeff Aiken, a former
government analyst who quit in disgust
after witnessing the gross errors that led up
to 9/11, thinks otherwise. Jeff fears a more
serious attack targeting the United States
computer infrastructure is already under
way. And as other menacing computer
malfunctions pop up around the world,
some with deadly results, he realizes that
there isnt much time if he hopes to prevent
an international catastrophe. Written by a
global authority on cyber-security, Zero
Day presents a chilling what if scenario
that, in a world completely reliant on
technology, is more than possible today...
its a cataclysmic disaster just waiting to
happen.Mark came to Microsoft in 2006 to
help advance the state of the art of
Windows, now in his latest compelling
creation he is raising awareness of the all
too real threat of cyber-terrorism. Bill
GatesCyberTerrorism. Get used to that
word and understand it because youre
going to see more of it in the newspapers
and hear it on the news in the not too
distant future. Mark Russinovich is a
CyberSecurity expert who has turned his
considerable knowledge into a very scary
and too plausible novel. Zero Day is not
science fiction; it is science fact, and it is a
clear warning of Doomsday. Nelson
DeMilleWhile what Mark wrote is fiction,
the risks that he writes about eerily mirror
many situations that we see today. Howard
A. Schmidt, White House Cyber Security
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CoordinatorAn
up-to-the-moment
ticking-clock thriller, Zero Day imagines
the next 9/11 in a frightening but all too
believable way. An expert in the field,
Mark
Russinovich
writes
about
cyberterrorism with a mix of technical
authority and dramatic verve. I was riveted.
William
Landay,
author
of
The
StranglerWhen
someone with Mark
Russinovichs technical chops writes a tale
about tech gone awry, leaders in the public
and private sector should take notes.
Daniel Suarez, author of Daemon Nothing
if not topical... a full share of conspiracies,
betrayals, violence and against-the-clock
maneuvers. Kirkus Reviews

Zero Day is a 2003 American film directed by Ben Coccio about a school shooting. It was inspired by the 1999
Columbine High School massacre. - 92 min - Uploaded by PZ PrettyAmerican independent filmmaker Benjamin Coccio
makes his writing and directing debut with Zero Days is a 2016 American documentary film directed by Alex Gibney.
It was selected to compete for the Golden Bear at the 66th Berlin International Film - 2 min - Uploaded by Movieclips
IndieZero Days Official Trailer 1 (2016) - Stuxnet Virus Documentary HD Subscribe to INDIE & FILM Zero-day is a
security hole in software such as in an operating system which hackers often take advantages of. Learn how to protect
against zero day attacks.Zero day may refer to: Zero Day (album), by MC Frontalot Zero Day (Baldacci novel), a 2011
thriller novel in the John Puller series Zero Day (film), a 2003 A new Adobe Reader zero-day exploit has been
discovered, including a full sandbox escape.Learn How to Avoid Zero Day Threats in Your Corporate Environment in
this Security Trend Report from Sophos, the Leader in Endpoint Security for Business. Adobe has issued a security
update for Flash Player today to patch a zero-day vulnerability exploited by attackers in the wild. TLDR: A Zero Day is
both a previously undetected hole in security software and the code attackers use to take advantage of said
hole.Essentially, zero-day refers to the fact that the developers have zero days to fix the problem that has just been
exposedand perhaps already exploited by hackers. Once the vulnerability becomes publicly known, the vendor must
work quickly to fix the issue in order to protect its users.Documentary Zero Days (2016). PG-13 1h 56min
Documentary (USA) Zero Days Poster Trailer. 2:15 Trailer. 2 VIDEOS 3 IMAGES
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